A Complete guide to securing a website

To secure a website or a web application, one has to first understand the target application, how it works and the scope behind it. Ideally, the penetration tester should have some basic knowledge of programming and scripting languages, and also web security.

A website security audit usually consists of two steps. Most of the time, the first step usually is to launch an automated scan. Afterwards, depending on the results and the website's complexity, a manual penetration test follows. To complete both the automated and manual audits, a number of tools are available, to simplify the process and make it efficient from the business point of view. Automated tools help the user making sure the whole website is properly crawled, and that no input or parameter is left unchecked. Automated web vulnerability scanners also help in finding a high percentage of the technical vulnerabilities, and give you a very good overview of the website's structure, and security status. Thanks to automated scanners, you can have a better overview and understanding of the target website, which eases the manual penetration process.

For the manual security audit, one should also have a number of tools to ease the process, such as tools to launch fuzzing tests, tools to edit HTTP requests and review HTTP responses, proxy to analyse the traffic and so on.

In this white paper we explain in detail how to do a complete website security audit and focus on using the right approach and tools. We describe the whole process of securing a website in an easy to read step by step format; what needs to be done prior to launching an automated website vulnerability scan up till the manual penetration testing phase.

1. Manual Assessment of target website or web application

Securing a website or a web application with an automated web vulnerability scanner can be a straightforward and productive process, if all the necessary pre-scan tasks and procedures are taken care of. Depending on the size and complexity of the web application structure, launching an automated web security scan with typical 'out of the box' settings, may lead to a number of false positives, waste of time and frustration.

Even though in recent year’s web vulnerability scanning technology has improved, a good web vulnerability scanner sometimes needs to be pre-configured. Web vulnerability scanners are designed to scan a wide variety of complex custom made web applications. Therefore most of the times, one would need to fine tune the scanner to his or her needs to achieve the desired correct scan results.

Before launching any kind of automated security scanning process, a manual assessment of the target website needs to be performed. It is a well known fact that an automated scanner will scan every entry point in your website which most likely you tend to forget, and test it for a wide variety of vulnerabilities.

During the manual assessment, familiarize yourself with the website topology and architecture. Keep record of the number of pages and files present in the website, and take record of the directory and file structure. If you have access to the website’s root directory and source code, take your time to get to know it. If not, you can manually hover the links throughout the website. This process will help you understand the structure of the URL’s. Also, take a note of all the submission and other type of online forms available on the website.
During the pre-automated scan manual assessment, apart from getting used to directory structures and number of files, get to know what web technology is used to develop the target website, e.g. .NET or PHP. There are a number of vulnerabilities which are specific for different types of technologies. Other details you should lookout for when manually assessing a website are:

1. Does the website require client certificates to be accessed?
2. Is the target website using a backend database? If yes, what type of database is it?
3. Is the database server running on the same server as the website?
4. Are all the sensitive records being encrypted?
5. Are there any URL parameters or URL rewrite rules being used for site navigation?
6. When a non-existing URL is requested, does the web server return a HTTP Status Code 404, or does it return a custom error page and responds with a HTTP Status Code 200?
7. Are there any particular input forms or one time entry forms (such as CAPTCHA and Single Sign on forms) that need user input during an automated scan?
8. Are there any password protected sections in the website?

Once the manual assessment process is ready, you should know enough about the target website to help you determine if the website was properly crawled from the automated black box scanner before a scan is launched. If the website is not crawled properly, i.e. the scanner is unable to crawl some parts or parameters from the website; the whole “securing the website” point is invalidated. The manual assessment will help you go a long way towards heading off invalid scans and false positives. It will also help you get more familiar with the website itself, and that’s the best way to help you configure the automated scanner to cover and check the entire website.

2. Get familiar with the software

Although many automated web vulnerability scanners have a comfortable GUI, if you are new to web security, you might get confused with the number of options and technical terms you’ll encounter when trying to use a black box scanner. Though do not give up, it is not rocket science. Commercial black box scanners are backed up by professional support departments, so make sure you use them. You could also find a good amount of information and ‘how to’s’ about the product you are using online. There are also a good number of open source solutions as well, but most of the time you have to dig deep and paddle on your own in rough waters to find support for such solutions. Many commercial software companies are also using social networks to make it easier for you to get to know more about their product, how it works and best practices on how you should use it.

3. Configuring the automated black box scanner

Once you’re familiar with the automated black box scanner you will be using, and the target website or web application you will be scanning, it is time to get down to business and get your hands dirty. To start off with, one must first configure the scanner. The most crucial things you should configure in the scanner before launching any automated process are:

1. Custom 404 Pages – If the server returns HTTP status code 200 when a non-existing URL is requested.
2. URL Rewrite rules – If the website is using search engine friendly URL’s, configure these rules to help the scanner understand the website structure so it can crawl it properly.
3. Login Sequences – If parts of the website are password protected and you would like the scanner to scan them, record a login sequence to train the scanner to automatically login to the password protected section, crawl it and scan it.
4. Mark page which need manual intervention – If the website contains pages which require the user to enter a one time value when accessed, such as CAPTCHA, mark these pages as pages which need manual intervention, so during the crawling process the scanner will automatically prompt you to enter such values.
5. Submission Forms – If you would like to use specific details each time a particular form is crawled from the scanner, configure the scanner with such details. Nowadays scanners make it easy for you by populating the fields automatically (such as in Acunetix WVS).
6. Scanner Filters – Use the scanner filters to specify a file, or a file type, or directory which you would like to be excluded from the scan. You can also exclude specific parameters.
4. Protect your data

From time to time I noticed people complaining that web vulnerability scanners are too invasive, therefore they opt not to run them against their website. This is definitely a bad presumption and wrong solution, because if an automated web vulnerability scanner can break down your website, imagine what a malicious user can do. The solution is to start securing your website and make sure it can handle properly an automated scan.

To start off with, automated web vulnerability scanners tend to perform invasive scans against the target website, since they try to input data which a website has not been designed to handle. If the automated vulnerability scanner is not that invasive against a target website, then it is not really checking for all vulnerabilities and is not doing an in-depth security check. Such security checks could and will lead to a number of unwanted results; such as deletion of database records, change a blog’s theme, a number of garbage posts placed on your forum, a huge number of emails in your mailbox, and even worse, a non functional website. This is expected, because like a malicious user would do, the automated black box scanner will try its best to find security holes in your website, and tries to find ways and means how to get unauthorized access.

Therefore it is imperative that such scans are not launched against live servers. Ideally a replica of the live environment should be created in a test lab, so if something goes wrong, only the replica is affected. Though, if a test lab is not available, make sure you have latest backups. If something goes wrong, the live website can be restored and be functional again in the shortest time possible.

5. Launching the scan

Once the manual website analysis is ready, and the black box scanner is configured, we are ready to launch the automated scan. If time permits, you should first run a crawl of the website, so once the crawl is ready, you can confirm that all the files in the website and input parameters are crawled from the scanner. Once you confirm that all the files are crawled, you can safely proceed with the automated scan.
6. After the scan - Analysing the results

Once the automated security scan is ready, you already have a good overview of your website’s security level. Look into the details of every reported vulnerability and make sure you have all the required information to fix the vulnerability. A typical black box scanner such as Acunetix Web Vulnerability Scanner will report a good amount of detail about the discovered vulnerability, such as the HTTP request and response headers, HTML response, a description of the vulnerability and a number of web links from where you can learn more about the vulnerability reported, and how to fix it.
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If AcuSensor Technology (Acunetix WVS) is enabled, much more debug information is reported; the line of code which leads to the reported vulnerability, SQL stack trace in case of SQL injection etc.

Analysing the automated scan results in detail will also help you understand more the way the web application works and how the input parameters are used, thus giving you an idea of what type of tests to launch in the manual penetration test and which parameters to target.

7. Manual penetration test

There are a number of advantages in using a commercial black box security scanner such as Acunetix Web Vulnerability Scanner. Apart from benefitting from professional support and official documentation, it also includes a number of manual advanced penetration testing tools. Having all the web penetration testing tools available in a centralized web security solution has the advantage that all the tools support importing and exporting of data from one to the other, which you will definitely need. It also helps manually analyzing the scan results by exporting the automated scan results to the manual tools and further look into the issues.
As much as the automated scan, the manual penetration test is also a very important step in securing a website. If the advanced manual penetration testing tools are used properly, they can ease the manual penetration test process and help you be more efficient. The manual penetration testing helps you audit your website and check for logical vulnerabilities. Even though automated scans can hint you of such vulnerabilities, and help you in pin pointing them out, most of them can only be discovered and verified manually.

Below are two examples of logical vulnerabilities

While auditing a shopping cart, you notice that if you manually set the price parameter to 0, in the checkout request, the customer can get the product for free without being asked for the payment details.

Or else imagine an online ads company promotes a new campaign; create an online account, buy $100 worth of ads and they will give you an extra $100 worth of ads for free. During development stage, the developers should make some kind of check statement like the following;

IF new account AND deposits $100 THEN give $100

If the developers forgot the AND statement, then upon opening an account and without the need to purchase $50 worth of adverts, you will still get your $100 worth of free ads.

One might think that such logical vulnerabilities are very remote, or that they are a joke, but we do encounter them when analysing production web applications. Such vulnerabilities are typically discovered by using several manual penetration testing tools together, like the HTTP Sniffer to analyze the application logic, and then the HTTP Editor to build HTTP requests, send them and analyze the server response.
Conclusion

As we can see from the above, web security is very different from network security. As a concept, network security can be simplified to “allow good guys in and block the bad guys.” Web security is different; it is much more than that. Though never give up. There are tools available out there which will automate most of the job for you, assist you and make the whole process easier and faster.

About Acunetix Web Vulnerability Scanner

Acunetix Web Vulnerability Scanner ensures website security by automatically checking for SQL injection, Cross-Site Scripting and other vulnerabilities. The scanner checks password strength on authentication pages and automatically audits shopping carts, forms, dynamic content and other web applications. Detailed reports resulting from the scan identify where vulnerabilities exist. The Acunetix WVS Reporting Application allows security alerts to be presented in a document which abides by the PCI Compliance specification.

About Acunetix

Acunetix is a market leader in web application security technology, founded to combat the alarming rise in web attacks. Its flagship product, Acunetix Web Vulnerability Scanner, is the result of several years of work by a team of highly experienced security developers. Acunetix customers include the US Army, US Airforce, AT&T, KPMG, Telstra, Fujitsu, and Adidas. More information can be found here http://www.acunetix.com/.